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 by Bill Sutton   

Mesa Grill 

"Recharge Between Hands of Poker"

Located in Caesars Palace, this high-end establishment has a definite

Vegas flair complete with bold colors and luxurious fabrics. Celebrity chef

Bobby Flay offers an intriguing menu which includes coffee rubbed filet

mignon with mushroom-ancho chile sauce, fresh corn tamales, and fire

roasted veal chop. Make sure to save room for dessert as many of Mesa

Grill's confections are not to be missed. The bar features top-shelf tequila

alongside an extensive wine list.

 +1 877 346 4642  www.caesarspalace.com/casinos/ca

esars-palace/restaurants-

dining/mesa-grill-detail.html

 3570 South Las Vegas Boulevard,

Caesars Palace Las Vegas, Las Vegas

NV

 by kennejima   

Gordon Ramsay BurGR 

"Gordon Plays with Burgers"

Just when the people of Las Vegas were coping with the onslaught of

scrumptious steaks from Gordon Ramsay Steak, the celebrated chef has

come up with yet another gem of a restaurant on The Strip. It is located

inside the Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino, and as the name suggests,

serves burgers as its specialty. Be it the traditional American burgers or

his specialty Hell's Kitchen burger, the menu comes with a variety of

gourmet burgers difficult to find elsewhere in the city. Made from the

freshest of ingredients, the focus here is on the preparation of its patties

which is done on an open flame fired by wood. Complementing the burger

treat is the selection of more than 20 craft beers that are available on tap.

For desserts, delicious pudding milkshakes like the coconut pudding with

strawberry shake, and caramel milkshake with butterscotch pudding, are

handcrafted to perfection. Book a table in advance as the restaurant

attracts a large crowd during the peak hours.

 +1 702 785 5555 (Reservations)  www.gordonramsay.com/us-restaur

ants/las-vegas-restaurants/gordon-

ramsay-burgr/

 3667 Las Vegas Boulevard South,

Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino, Las

Vegas NV

 by rachaelvoorhees   

Trevi 

"Trevi at Forum Shops"

Trevi is a new Italian Brasserie located in the heart of the Forum Shops at

Caesar's Palace. A perfect lunch stop for the avid shopper or an elegant

pre-show dining choice, Trevi offers a full menu which includes specials

including a Soup and Risotto of the day, Italian sodas in a variety of

flavors, and delicious desserts in a Romanesque café style atmosphere

surrounding the 'Fountain of the Gods.' Trevi offers formal service with

casual dress. A full bar is available with a specialty drink menu including

Pomegranate Cosmos, Frozen Lemon Sorbetinis and other Italian inspired

spirits. Whether you want a glass of fine wine and a delicious appetizer or

a full Italian dining experience, Trevi will serve your needs.

 +1 702 735 4663  www.trevi-italian.com/  cm.trevi@mortons.com  3500 Las Vegas Boulevard

South, Las Vegas NV
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 by Charles Haynes   

Secret Pizza 

"Late Night Slices"

After a long night of partying, head to Secret Pizza to satisfy your hunger.

They're open late, serving cheesy, savory slices of pizza to hungry

patrons, but this pizza is great any time of day. The white pizza is a must-

try here. It's topped with ricotta cheese for a unique flavor. They serve

classic slices like pepperoni, as well as a few desserts. Secret Pizza is

located in The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, so if you're staying there,

they'll deliver to your room!

 +1 702 698 7860  3708 South Las Vegas Boulevard, Las Vegas NV

 by Takeaway   

Lemongrass 

"Noodles to Curries"

Tucked away in a corner on the main casino floor, this resort restaurant is

the perfect place to gather with friends and escape from all the activity at

the dazzling Aria Resort and Casino. The décor is modern and clean done

in warm woods and sleek modern lines. The menu is Pan Asian and offers

everything from Singaporean noodles to fried rice, but for the most part,

the dishes are Americanized with flavors marginalized and toned down.

However, this restaurant does well when it comes to American dishes with

Asian accents such as steaks, seafood and chicken along with popular

simple dishes like papaya salad and satay.

 +1 702 590 7111  www.arialasvegas.com  3730 Las Vegas Boulevard, Aria Resort

and Casino, Las Vegas NV

 by O Palsson   

Top Of The World Restaurant 

"The Ultimate View"

Located 800 feet (244 meters) above the ground atop the Stratosphere

Hotel Casino, Top Of The World Restaurant offers a view of Las Vegas

that is unmatched. The room rotates slowly at 360 degrees per hour so

you can see the entire city from every angle. The service is superb and the

excellent menu features steaks, fresh fish, and lobster. Cocktails and a

moderately priced wine list are available. A dinner at the Top of the World

is truly an unforgettable dining experience. Before dinner, consider riding

the roller coaster at the top of the building.

 +1 800 998 6937  www.topoftheworldlv.com/  2000 Las Vegas Boulevard South, The

Stratosphere Las Vegas Hotel & Casino,

Las Vegas NV

 by Marco Arment   

MTO Café 

"Downtown Breakfast Spot"

MTO Café is a casual spot for breakfast and brunch located in Downtown,

known for their locally sourced ingredients. The eatery boasts a quirky

dining space: orange walls adorned with modern graphic art, and wooden

shelves with showpieces placed in wall recesses. The menu includes items

like Lemon Poppy Seed Pancake, Plain Jane Waffle, Strawberry Fields

Salad and Kentucky Fried Chicken. You can also opt for the Vegan Carrot

Coconut Pancake loaded with nectar, agave and pecans. They offer good

catering facility for private functions, and delivery and pickup services for

the convenience of patrons staying nearby. The free WiFi access allows

you to work on a laptop while relishing a hearty breakfast.

 +1 702 380 8229  mtocafe.com/  500 South Main Street, Las Vegas NV
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 by mosespreciado   

Heart Attack Grill 

"Calorifically Crazy"

Founded in 2005, Heart Attack Grill is a destination for "thrill seekers and

risk takers," as owner Jon Basso puts it. Featuring a hospital theme,

where waitresses are dressed as nurses and give orders for

"prescriptions," this wacky restaurant gives a whole new meaning to

outrageous dining. This is a restaurant where junk food is worshipped so

much that its Quadruple Bypass Burger actually holds the Guinness World

Record for the world's most calorific burger. These are no ordinary

burgers - the smallest on the menu, the Single Bypass, is stuffed with five

slices of bacon per patty. The Double Bypass, the Triple Bypass and the

Quadruple Bypass are each stuffed with ten, fifteen and twenty slices of

bacon per patty with Heart Attack's own unique sauce. One can enjoy

Flatliner Fries or Butter Fat Shakes on the side. Alcohol and Half Liquor

Jello Injections can be ordered along with the food.

 www.HeartAttackGrill.com  450 Fremont Street, Suite 130, Las Vegas NV
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